
Grading Element Exceptional (4 pts) Competent (3 pts) Needs Improvement (2 pts) Unsatisfactory (1 pts) Score

Keystone 
Habits

I am aware of the importance of 
‘keystone habits’ and have introduced 
them into my daily routines to create a 
domino effect in every area of my life.

I am aware of the importance of 
‘keystone habits’ and have often 

included them into my daily 
routines.

I am aware of the importance of 
‘keystone habits’ and have 

sometimes included them into my 
daily routines.

I always struggle with habit 
change: I try to establish good 

habits but my efforts get 
undermined by my bad habits.

Intentions 
Defined

I always understand intention is a 
guiding principle for how I want to be, 

live, and show up in the world; I am 
clear about my intentions and always 

use them as a roadmap for how I want 
to live.

I mostly understand intention is a 
guiding principle for how I want to 
be, live, and show up in the world; I 

am mostly clear about my 
intentions and often use them as a 

roadmap for how I want to live.

I sometimes understand intention is a 
guiding principle for how I want to 
be, live, and show up in the world; I 

am sometimes clear about my 
intentions but need to focus more on 

them to live the way I want to live.

I don’t understand how 
intentions can help me, I have 

enough trouble with goals; I am 
not clear about my intentions or 

why I should bother setting 
them.

Detachment

I always intend for everything to work 
out as it should, then always let go 

and allow opportunities to come my 
way based on the unquestioning belief 

in the power of my authentic self.

I often intend for everything to 
work out as it should, then often let 

go and allow opportunities to 
come my way based on the 

unquestioning belief in the power 
of my authentic self.

I sometimes intend for everything to 
work out as it should; I sometimes let 
go and allow opportunities to come 
my way and other times doubt the 

power of my authentic self.

I have a rigid attachment to 
things turning out the way I 

want and am not prepared to 
let go and live in uncertainty.

Benefits of 
Setting 

Intentions

I always understand that my intentions 
are internally generated and connect 
me with my authentic self, expressing 
my values and who I am; they always 
strongly mobilise and motivate me, 

creating a direction and sense of 
purpose.

I mostly understand that my 
intentions are internally generated 
and connect me with my authentic 
self, expressing my values and who 
I am; they often strongly mobilise 

and motivate me, creating a 
direction and sense of purpose.

I sometimes understand that my 
intentions are internally generated 
and connect me with my authentic 

self, expressing my values and who I 
am; they sometimes mobilise and 

motivate me to act.

I don’t understand how my 
intentions are internally 

generated and don’t connect 
with my authentic self, I don’t 
know my values or who I am; I 
am usually mobilised by fear.

How to 
Create An 
Intention

I always spend time in self reflection to 
get clarity setting my intentions, I 
create a written statement around 

each of them so I can focus on them; I 
always release my doubts and 

negative thoughts and always take 
congruent actions to walk my talk.

I often spend time in self reflection 
to get clarity setting my intentions, 
I often create a written statement 

around each of them so I can focus 
on them; I often release my doubts 

and negative thoughts and take 
congruent actions to walk my talk.

I sometimes spend time in self 
reflection to get clarity setting my 
intentions, I sometimes create a 

written statement around each of 
them so I can focus on them; I find it 

difficult to release my doubts and 
negative thoughts and take action.

I rarely spend time in self 
reflection so rarely get clarity, I 
don’t see the point of creating 

intentions; my focus is on 
getting through each day; I find 
it difficult to release my doubts 

and negative thoughts.
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